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Abstract
Objective: Social engagement (SE) may protect against cognitive decline in older adults. We estimate associations of SE 
with gray matter (GM) microstructure in regions of interest (ROI) relevant to social cognition, among community-dwelling 
older adults.
Method: Cross-sectional analysis of 293 Health ABC study participants who underwent 3 Tesla magnetic resonance im-
aging with diffusion tensor and free from cognitive impairment was conducted. Linear regression models tested associations 
between SE index (marital status, not living alone, social activities, work, and volunteering) and mean diffusivity (MD) of 
GM ROIs, adjusted for age, race, gender, and education. Hearing and activities of daily living (ADL) difficulties were tested 
as confounders. Effect modification by gender was tested with interaction terms and stratification by gender.
Results: Higher SE was significantly related to lower MD (greater GM microstructural integrity) (shown as standardized 
estimate [p-value]) in left middle frontal gyrus-orbital part: −.168 (.005), left caudate nucleus: −.141 (.02), left temporal 
pole-middle temporal gyrus: −.136 (.03), right middle frontal gyrus: −.160 (.006), right superior frontal gyrus-orbital 
part: −.187 (.002), and right middle frontal gyrus-orbital part: −.124 (.04), when adjusted for demographic attributes. 
Associations were robust to adjustments for hearing or ADL difficulty. There was significant effect modification by gender 
for some ROIs, with associations only for females.
Discussion: SE is related to greater microstructural integrity of specific GM regions relevant to social cognition, that have 
described roles in dementia. SE may therefore be a useful preventive mechanism against loss of GM integrity in older adults.
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Social networks are known to influence health through 
various mechanisms such as social support, social influ-
ence, social engagement, interpersonal connections, and 
transfer of resources (Berkman & Kawachi, 2000). Social 
engagement, in particular, requires utilization of social ties 
for performing purposeful activities in life, such as meeting 

with friends or family, attending social gatherings, and 
engaging in recreation in a social milieu (Berkman et al., 
2000). Social activities performed by older adults are in-
creasingly recognized for their impact on healthy cognitive 
aging (Dause & Kirby, 2019). Social engagement has been 
suggested to improve cognition by flexible use of neural 
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circuits, even in old age (Park et al., 2007), and to be pro-
tective against dementia (Fratiglioni et al., 2004; Hackett 
et al., 2019). Greater frequency of social activity may be 
associated with a lower rate of global cognitive decline 
(James et al., 2011). Further, markers of the inverse of so-
cial engagement, namely poor social integration and social 
disengagement, are associated with incident cognitive de-
cline (Bassuk et al., 1999; Kuiper et al., 2015).

Social engagement likely activates regions of the brain 
involved in social cognition. Regions associated with so-
cial cognition have been identified using diverse indicators 
of social integration, through modalities such as neuro-
imaging or lesion studies. These regions may include ones 
not typically thought of in relation to general cognition. 
The social brain is comprised of brain regions involved 
in social perception (middle temporal gyrus and fusiform 
gyrus), emotion and motivation (amygdala, insula, and or-
bital frontal regions), behavioral adaptations (dorsal lateral 
prefrontal cortex, medial prefrontal cortex, and anterior 
cingulate cortex), and social attribution (ventral premotor 
cortex, superior temporal sulcus, precuneus, posterior cin-
gulate cortex, and the temporal-parietal junction regions) 
(Billeke & Aboitiz, 2013). Other reported regions relevant 
for social cognition include hippocampus, Heschl gyrus 
(Caclin & Fonlupt, 2006), pallidum (Skuse & Gallagher, 
2011), caudate nucleus (Báez-Mendoza & Schultz, 2013; 
Kemp et  al., 2013), putamen (Báez-Mendoza & Schultz, 
2013), and anterior temporal lobe (Ross & Olson, 2010). 
Greater social engagement may mean more frequent acti-
vation of brain regions involved in social cognition, and 
preservation of structural integrity of these regions, many 
of which are affected in dementia.

Limited information is available on the relation of so-
cial engagement with brain structure. One macrostruc-
tural brain study on 348 male subjects aged 48–82, who 
were former lead workers, tested whether greater social 
engagement was associated with larger brain volumes in 
defined regions of interest (ROIs). Greater social engage-
ment was found to be associated with larger total brain, 
total gray matter (GM), temporal GM, occipital GM, and 
corpus callosal white matter (WM) volumes (James et al., 
2012). This study suggested the possibility that brain neu-
ronal structure may be preserved in relation to greater 
social engagement. No study, to our knowledge, has yet as-
sessed the association between social engagement and brain 
GM microstructural integrity in a sample of community-
dwelling older adults. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) MRI 
captures cellular microstructural characteristics, identifying 
differences in brain parenchyma that may appear normal 
with conventional neuroimaging (Alexander et  al., 2007; 
Tu et al., 2017). Therefore, microstructural measures may 
provide an early marker of brain integrity before macro-
structural changes become visible through neuroimaging.

We assessed the relation between social engagement and 
GM microstructural integrity in ROIs relevant for social 
cognition, in a group of community-dwelling older adults. 

We hypothesized that greater social engagement would be 
associated with greater integrity, indicated by lower mean 
diffusivity (MD) on DTI, in these regions, independent 
of confounders. We also ascertained if there was effect 
modification by gender since social roles may differ by 
gender-based norms.

Method

Study Population

We analyzed data obtained from the Health Aging 
and Body Composition (Health ABC) study, a prospec-
tive cohort study that recruited 3,075 older adults aged 
70–79 years, from 1997 to 1998. They were included based 
on a random sampling of Medicare-eligible subjects if they 
fulfilled the study criteria described previously (Rosano 
et al., 2015). There was a purposeful over recruitment of 
males and blacks.

A subset of the Health ABC study participants was en-
rolled in the Healthy Brain substudy (n = 314). Subjects un-
derwent brain MRI during 2006–2007 if they were eligible 
for the MRI (e.g., no pacemakers or ferrous metallic inserts 
in the body, no claustrophobia), did not have any diag-
nosed neurologic or psychological disorders, and were able 
to walk 20 m.  For our analysis, we excluded those who 
had cognitive impairment as defined by a Teng Modified 
Mini-Mental State (3MS) (Teng & Chui, 1987) score of 
less than 80 (Lin et al., 2013). Thus, our analytic sample 
included 293 subjects (mean age: 82.84 years [SD: 2.76]; 
males: 125 [42.66%], blacks: 115 [39.25%]). Participants 
in our analytic sample had less disabilities than those ex-
cluded. Institutional review board approvals were obtained 
from all participating institutions and all participants pro-
vided written informed consent.

Social Engagement

A composite social engagement (SE) index was gener-
ated incorporating multiple variables cited in existing lit-
erature as indicators of social engagement (Bassuk et  al., 
1999; Ellwardt et al., 2015) inside and outside the home. 
The index components include: married, not living alone, 
social engagement in board games, movies, travel, class, lec-
tures and church, visiting relatives and friends, work, and 
volunteering (Table 1).

We strived to capture the higher end of social engage-
ment using a frequency of at least once a week. Marital 
status and not living alone were included to capture so-
cial engagement opportunities that may occur daily. Scores 
for the index ranged from 0 to 12, indicating low to high 
social engagement as the score increases in 1-unit incre-
ments, with each component having a binary 0 or 1 value. 
Previous studies gauging social engagement have used fre-
quencies such as “once a month” (Bassuk et al., 1999), or 
“a few times a year” (Fancourt et al., 2020). There are no 
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established cut-points to define the minimum dose of so-
cial engagement needed for brain health. With at least once 
a week, we aimed to reliably capture a minimum engage-
ment sufficient to determine ROIs most likely to be associ-
ated with social engagement. A detailed description of the 
index is given in Supplementary Table S1.

Brain Microstructural Integrity

Protocol for image acquisition has been described previ-
ously (Rosano et al., 2012). Siemens 12-channel head coil 
and 3T Siemens Tim Trio MR scanner was used to cap-
ture images at the Magnetic Resonance Research Center, 
University of Pittsburgh. T1-weighted, fluid-attenuated in-
version recovery (FLAIR), and diffusion-weighted imaging 
MRI images were obtained. DTI MRI images were captured 
using a single short spin-echo sequence with these imaging 
parameters: TR = 5,300 ms, TE = 88 ms, TI = 2,500 ms, 
90° flip angle, 256  mm × 256  mm FOV, two diffusion 
values of b = 0 and 1,000  s/mm, 12 diffusion directions, 
four repeats, 40 slices, 3 mm thick, 128 × 128 matrix size, 
2 mm × 2 mm × 3 mm voxel size, and GRAPPA = 2. Every 
MRI was evaluated for any neurological abnormality by a 
neuroradiologist.

DTI MRI is used to quantify the average rate of diffu-
sion of molecular water, that is, MD (Bennett et al., 2010). 
A lower value for MD is indicative of greater microstruc-
tural integrity. GM MD may be a sensitive marker for de-
mentia (Henf et al., 2017). GM ROIs were chosen a priori 
based on known associations with social cognition, and 
these include hippocampus, dorsal and ventrolateral pre-
frontal cortices (Carlson et  al., 2009), anterior cingulate 
cortex (Carlson et  al., 2009), amygdala, insula, medio-
orbitofrontal cortex (Duzel et  al., 2019), Heschl gyrus 
(Caclin & Fonlupt, 2006), pallidum (Skuse & Gallagher, 
2011), caudate nucleus (Kemp et al., 2013); (Báez-Mendoza 
& Schultz, 2013), putamen, and anterior temporal lobe 
(Ross & Olson, 2010). Parcellated regions were defined 

for the chosen regions based on the Tzourio’s Automated 
Anatomical Labeling (AAL) atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 
2002). We decided to examine left and right sides of the 
brain separately, due to potential lateralization. This study 
focused on GM (brain cells) and not WM (fiber tracts), and 
hence DTI measures of WM microstructure such as frac-
tional anisotropy (FA), axial diffusivity (AD), and radial 
diffusivity (RD) were not utilized.

Covariates

Age, race, gender, level of education, activities of daily 
living (ADL) difficulty (measured as having difficulty in 
bathing, dressing, or transferring), difficulty with hearing 
(measured as difficulty in carrying a conversation in a 
crowded room, despite using hearing aid if needed), and 
comorbid conditions including hypertension (measured 
as reported prevalence of the condition or use of anti-
hypertensive medications) and diabetes (measured as 
reported prevalence, use of diabetic medications, or rele-
vant laboratory results). Symptoms of depression were 
measured by using the Center for Epidemiologic Studies 
Depression Scale (CES-D) scale (Radloff, 1977), and scores 
were obtained at the time of baseline MRI measurements. 
3MS scores were also obtained at the time of baseline MRI 
as a measure of general cognitive function.

Statistical Analyses

We conducted all analyses using SAS v.9.4. Chi-squared 
or one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was run to test 
possible bivariate associations between the SE index and 
covariates. The SE index was treated as a continuous variable.

Multiple linear regression analyses tested the associ-
ations between SE index and MD for GM ROI, adjusting 
for age, race, gender, and level of education. For each re-
gression model, the outcome was MD, and standardized 
coefficients were reported to represent the difference in MD 

Table 1. Social Engagement (SE) Index

Item number SE index component Score of 0 Score of 1

1 Married now No Yes
2 Not live alone now No Yes
3 Play board games, card, bingo Less than once a week At least once a week
4 Travel 100 miles or more from home Less than once a week At least once a week
5 Movie, concert Less than once a week At least once a week
6 Class or adult education Less than once a week At least once a week
7 Lecture, discussion, or public meeting Less than once a week At least once a week
8 Church, community, or social activities Less than once a week At least once a week
9 Frequency of get-together in a typical week (number of times per 

week) with children or other relatives
Less than once a week At least once a week

10 Frequency of get-together in a typical week (number of times per 
week) with friends and neighbors

Less than once a week At least once a week

11 Work No Yes
12 Volunteering No Yes
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per standard deviation increase in the SE index. As hyper-
tension and diabetes were considered to potentially be on 
the pathway from SE to brain integrity, they were not ad-
justed for in these analyses. We used the model diagnos-
tics results of residual plot to evaluate the linear regression 
model assumption. R2 and F-test of regression model were 
also assessed.

Since background literature has shown gender-based 
differences in SE among older adults (Huang & Yang, 
2013), we conducted SE–gender interaction analyses. For 
ROIs with significant interactions (p < .05) in the regres-
sion models, we studied the SE–MD association stratified 
by gender.

Additional linear regression models in the full sample 
tested whether hearing difficulty or ADL difficulty might 
be confounders, given the known associations of each with 
both social engagement and brain integrity.

Sensitivity analyses were repeated after excluding cur-
rently married and currently not living alone from our SE 
index, as they have also been notated within the social net-
work construct (Ellwardt et al., 2015).

Results
The study sample had a mean age of 82.85 (SD: 2.76), 

with a slightly larger proportion of males than females 
(57% and 43%, respectively), and about 40% blacks. 
A  little more than half had post-secondary education. 
Health and cognition status were comparable to the typical 
older adult research cohorts (Table 2).

Higher SE index was significantly associated (p < .05) 
with being male, white, married, and lower depressive 
symptomatology.

Our analytical sample had a SE index of 3.16 (1.58), 
with a range of 0 to 7 (Supplementary Figure S1).

Higher SE index was associated with a significantly 
lower MD in the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), extending to 
the adjacent middle frontal gyrus on the right, the caudate 
nucleus and the temporal pole regions, adjusted for age, 
race, gender, and education (Table  3). Additional adjust-
ment for either hearing difficulty or ADL difficulty did not 
substantially change the results (Table 3).

The ROIs that showed a significant association of SE 
index with MD at p <.05, in the model adjusted for demo-
graphics, are shown in Figure 1.

There was a significant SE interaction by gender for bi-
lateral orbitofrontal cortices, middle frontal gyri, caudate 
nuclei, superior temporal poles, and left middle temporal 
pole (p-values for interaction terms range from .0007 to 
.04). In stratified analyses, statistically significant (p < .05) 
associations between SE and MD were found in females 
but not in males in all those regions (Table 4).

There was variation seen in some SE index components 
by gender. The SE index components with at least a 10% 
difference between males and females include: being mar-
ried, not living alone and working, all of which had larger 

percentage of males than females, while being engaged in 
board games had a larger percentage of females than males 
(Supplementary Table S2).

ROIs not meeting significance levels for the main tables 
are shown in Supplementary Tables S3 and S4.

A sensitivity analysis done by excluding two variables 
from the SE index, namely, currently married and currently 
not living alone, suggested that OFC is still a relevant 

Table 2. Characteristics of the Study Sample of 293 Older 
Adults and Associations With Social Engagement (SE) Index

Mean (SD) at  
the time of MRI

Spearman  
correlation  
coefficient p-value

SE index 3.16 (1.58)   
Age 82.85 (2.76) −.03 .59
CES-D 6.57 (5.71) −.14 .02*

3MS 94.12 (4.93) .10 .08

n (%) at the time  
of MRI

Mean SE  
index (SD) p-value

Gender   .006*
 Male 125 (42.66) 3.46 (1.64)
 Female 168 (57.34) 2.94 (1.50)
Race   .04*
 Black 115 (39.25) 2.93 (1.48)
 White 177 (60.75) 3.32 (1.63)
Education   .19
  Less than  

high school
 32 (10.96) 2.81 (1.31)

  High school  
graduate

104 (35.62) 3.06 (1.54)

 Post-secondary 156 (53.42) 3.31 (1.64)
Hypertension   .20
 Yes 203 (69.52) 3.08 (1.59)
 No 89 (30.48) 3.34 (1.55)
Diabetes   .32
 Yes  82 (27.99) 3.01 (1.63)
 No 211 (72.01) 3.22 (1.56)
Self-reported  
hearing difficulty

  .20

 Yes 33 (12.27) 2.85 (1.58)
 No 236 (87.73) 3.22 (1.58)
Reported any  
ADL difficulty

  .59

 Yes 38 (12.97) 3.29 (1.54)
 No 255 (87.03) 3.14 (1.57)
Marital status   <.0001*
 Married now 136 (46.42) 4.15 (1.29)
  Not married 

now
157 (53.58) 2.30 (1.27)

Notes: 3MS = Modified Mini-Mental State; ADL = activities of daily living; 
CES-D = Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale; MRI = magnetic 
resonance imaging. Numbers may not add up to 293 where there is missing. 
CES-D has 1 missing.
*p < .05.
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region. There still remained effect modification by gender 
for some regions, with females showing an association of 
SE with GM, while males did not.

Discussion
In this cohort of older adults living in the community, 

we found that greater social engagement as measured by 
our SE index was associated with greater GM microstruc-
tural integrity, as indicated by lower GM MD. This associa-
tion was specific to the OFC, middle frontal gyrus, caudate, 
and temporal pole, regions that are pertinent in social 
cognition. We further found that these associations were 
independent of ADL and hearing difficulties, and that the 
association was significant for females but not for males.

Summary of Regions Found and Their Relation to 
Social Engagement

We had chosen ROIs based on their described roles in 
social cognition. OFC has a role in emotion and motivation 
(Billeke & Aboitiz, 2013), and in recognition of facial ex-
pression (Willis et al., 2014). Damage to the OFC can cause 
socially inappropriate behavior (Beer et al., 2006). Middle 
frontal gyrus, a part of the prefrontal cortex, is involved in 
behavioral adaptations (Billeke & Aboitiz, 2013). Caudate 
has a role in emotion recognition (Kemp et  al., 2013). 
Anterior temporal lobe (which includes the temporal pole) 
is purported to have an anterior temporal face area that 
connects facial representation with individual-specific se-
mantic knowledge, to help one distinguish familiar faces 
from unfamiliar ones (Collins & Olson, 2014). Therefore, 
we can understand how the regions we found are relevant 
to social engagement.

Previous structural neuroimaging studies specific to so-
cial engagement have been rare. A  macrostructural neu-
roimaging study by James et al., found social engagement 
to be associated with greater temporal lobe GM volume 
(James et  al., 2012). Among neuroimaging studies done 
using other social integration measures, a path analysis of 
MRI data from a small sample of young and middle-aged 
adults showed an association of OFC volume to social 
network size (Powell et al., 2012). A cross-sectional study 
among older adults showed greater social support to be as-
sociated with greater cortical thickness of the right medial 
prefrontal cortex (Sherman et al., 2016). Analyses of brain 
regions among older adults have shown GM volume covar-
iance patterns of several regions that were associated with 
perceived social support or its subcomponents (Cotton 
et al., 2020), or with high-contact social roles and social 
network size (Blumen & Verghese, 2019).

Table 3. Models Showing Association Between Social Engagement Index and Mean Diffusivity of Gray Matter Regions of 
Interest

Demographic  
adjusted  
(n = 293)

Demographics and  
hearing difficulty  
adjusted (n = 269)

Demographics and ADL 
 difficulty adjusted  
(n = 293)

Region of interest
Standardized  
estimate p-valuea

Standardized 
estimate p-valuea

Standardized 
estimate p-valuea

Left middle frontal gyrus −.109 .07 −.121 .05 −.111 .07
Left superior frontal gyrus, orbital part −.116 .06 −.129 .04* −.113 .06
Left middle frontal gyrus, orbital part −.168 .005* −.201 .001* −.167 .006*
Left caudate nucleus −.141 .02* −.149 .02* −.140 .02*
Left temporal pole: middle temporal gyrus −.136 .03* −.146 .02* −.130 .04*
Right middle frontal gyrus −.160 .006* −.175 .004* −.166 .005*
Right superior frontal gyrus, orbital part −.187 .002* −.218 .0004* −.189 .002*
Right middle frontal gyrus, orbital part −.124 .04* −.148 .02* −.130 .03*
Right caudate nucleus −.121 .05 −.117 .07 −.129 .04*
Right temporal pole: superior temporal gyrus −.093 .12 −.110 .08 −.102 .09

Notes: ADL = activities of daily living. Hearing difficulty and ADL difficulty are tested here as potential confounders.
aIncludes all regions of interest with p < .1. *p < .05.

Figure 1. Gray matter regions of interest for which a significant associa-
tion was found with the social engagement index. Views: A, B, C, D, and E: 
sagittal, coronal, axial, axial, and 3D with eyeballs on bottom left. Regions 
with a p-value of <.05, in the model adjusted for demographics alone, are 
shown here. Full color version is available within the online issue.
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Potential Mechanisms

The association of greater social engagement with 
greater GM microstructural integrity of specific regions 
gives credence to a socially integrated lifestyle in late-life 
contributing to cognitive and brain reserve (Fratiglioni & 
Wang, 2007; Xu et al., 2019). This is in line with the “use 
it-or-lose it” hypothesis. Social stimuli and related menta-
tion associated with social activities are processed in the 
brain through social cognition and involve specific GM 
regions (Billeke & Aboitiz, 2013). Regular nerve impulse 
inputs and outputs to and from neuronal soma (i.e., GM) 
through WM tracts and fasciculi that anatomically con-
nect the GM regions involved in social engagement, may 
facilitate neuroplastic mechanisms of brain reserve such as 
synaptogenesis. The healthy GM, with higher microstruc-
tural integrity, can continue transmitting nerve impulses 
through connected WM fibers, propagating a positive 
feedback cycle. This may explain how more frequent en-
gagement of regions related to social cognition may lead to 
protection against dementia.

Relations of the Regions to Dementia

OFC has been known to show extensive neurofibrillary 
tangles (NFTs) in Alzheimer’s disease (AD), with resulting 
damage of projection neurons, causing non-amnestic symp-
toms of the disease (Van Hoesen et al., 2000). Caudate is 
reported to be involved in dementia with Lewy bodies 
(Botzung et  al., 2019) and vascular dementia (Kalaria, 
2016). Temporal pole is known to show atrophy in se-
mantic dementia (Galton et  al., 2001). Temporal pole is 
also immediately adjacent to the entorhinal cortex, which 

often shows early changes in AD (Braak et al., 2006). Aβ 
has been found to accumulate in the middle frontal cortex, 
with GM atrophy, in subjects with probable AD dementia 
(Iaccarino et al., 2017).

Role of Gender

We found effect modification by gender in some regions, 
with associations being present in females but not in males, 
despite both genders having a mean SE index of around 
3. Overall, both males and females were socially engaged 
almost equally in the items we used for the index. Results 
were unlikely to be due to differences in current marital 
status and living situation as our sensitivity analyses also 
showed effect modification by gender. Our SE index cap-
tured a frequency of “at least once a week,” but this could 
still include once a week or a thousand times per week. 
Hence, it is possible that females may have greater frequen-
cies of social engagement in some categories beyond what 
the SE index could capture. It is also possible that some 
gender-specific activities, such as those performed more ex-
clusively by older males, were not included in the original 
survey questionnaire, and hence were not available for our 
use. There are reported altered gender roles post-retirement 
among older adults, with females having greater social en-
gagement than their male counterparts, as indicated by two 
studies, one from Taiwan (Huang & Yang, 2013) and an-
other from Nigeria (Ejechi, 2015). Thus, the gender differ-
ences may be real, or they may be a manifestation of the 
categories available for use in our index. We advocate for 
more work in this area, since social engagement measure-
ments among older adults by gender remain understudied.

Table 4. Interactions of Social Engagement (SE) Index and Gender in Relation to Mean Diffusivity of Gray Matter Regions of 
Interest

Region of interest

Standardized estimate (p-value) 
for the SE × Gender interactiona 
for all regions that showed SE 
× Gender interaction at p < .05 
(n = 293)

SE–region association stratified for male–female

Male (n = 125) Female (n = 168)

Standardized 
estimate (p-value)

Standardized estimate  
(p-value)

Left middle frontal gyrus −.164 (p = .04)* −.062 (p = .5) −.156 (p = .05)
Left superior frontal gyrus, orbital part −.173 (p = .04)* −.059 (p = .5) −.180 (p = .03)*
Left middle frontal gyrus, orbital part −.222 (p = .007)* −.114 (p = .2) −.250 (p = .002)*
Left caudate nucleus −.172 (p = .04)* −.121 (p = .2) −.174 (p = .03)*
Left temporal pole: superior temporal gyrus −.183 (p = .03)* .076 (p = .4) −.180 (p = .02)*
Left temporal pole: middle temporal gyrus −.213 (p = .01)* −.055 (p = .6) −.200 (p = .01)*
Right middle frontal gyrus −.237 (p = .003)* −.084 (p = .3) −.227 (p = .004)*
Right superior frontal gyrus, orbital part −.277 (p = .0007)* −.083 (p = .4) −.290 (p = .0002)*
Right middle frontal gyrus, orbital part −.204 (p = .01)* −.030 (p = .8) −.217 (p = .008)*
Right caudate nucleus −.179 (p = .04)* −.063 (p = .5) −.172 (p = .04)*
Right temporal pole: superior temporal gyrus −.182 (p = .03)*  .012 (p = .9) −.167 (p = .03)*

Notes: Linear regression results are shown stratified by gender for interactions with p < .05.
aAdjusted for demographics.
*p < .05.
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Future Directions

Previous studies on social integration have often focused 
on functional connectivity. Since our mechanistic approach 
indicates a possible role for WM connectivity, we propose 
further research into structural connectivity. This is a need 
that is being increasingly recognized (Wang et al., 2018). 
Future research may use tractography to study the health 
of WM tracts that underlie the GM regions we identified as 
related to social engagement. For example, dopaminergic 
frontostriatal projections from OFC to caudate are impli-
cated in reward-based mechanisms (Samanez-Larkin et al., 
2012), which may be useful in social engagement. OFC 
is also connected to the anterior temporal pole by a pur-
ported limbic pathway, known as the uncinate fasciculus 
(Alm et al., 2015). This may be relevant for the emotional 
components of social engagement.

Although this analysis was cross-sectional, there are sev-
eral possible pathways through which social engagement 
may have downstream effects on brain microstructural 
characteristics. These could include improved blood pres-
sure response to stress, low stress hormonal levels based 
on connectedness, increased participation in exercise, im-
proved immune system function, and reduced depression 
(Berkman et al., 2000). Longitudinal studies and physiolog-
ical assays may be the way forward for greater mechanistic 
understanding.

Limitations and Strengths

Limitations of this study should be noted while 
interpreting our results. The Healthy Brain substudy cohort 
may have relatively lower prevalence of serious illnesses than 
some other older adult populations, subjects having been fit 
enough to undergo an MRI study. The cross-sectional study 
design limited us from studying temporal relationships. It is 
also plausible that better GM microstructural integrity may 
allow for greater social engagement. Longitudinal studies 
may help in teasing out the directionality. We also acknowl-
edge the limitations of the SE index used. Self-reported 
data may always have measurement errors such as recall 
bias. We aimed to quantitatively capture social engagement 
from the available Health ABC questionnaire, attempting 
to capture a frequency of activity of “at least once a week,” 
where possible. We may not have the granularity of using 
a wide range of frequencies. It is possible that a dose of 
less than once a week may also provide sufficient social 
engagement for brain health. But our goal was to address 
the mechanisms in terms of relevant brain regions, and not 
dose. In general, it has been a challenge in the literature to 
compare across various measures of social integration due 
to differences in items included and frequencies assessed 
(Fratiglioni et al., 2004).

Strengths of this study include a relatively large 
sample size for DTI MRI in advanced old age. Detailed 
neuroimaging and health status characteristics enabled 

us to understand the early, subclinical changes in the 
brain adequately. Our sample also had a diverse repre-
sentation, including a large proportion of older black 
adults. Our hypothesis-driven approach, using regions 
with previously described roles in social cognition, al-
lowed us to narrow down a few potential regions for 
future mechanistic studies. DTI MRI analysis using 
Tzourio’s AAL’s small parcellated regions also allowed 
us to study smaller GM regions within the larger ROIs 
described in the literature. The role of gender in social 
engagement has been less studied, and our findings may 
pave the way for future work in this direction. Also, 
our use of social engagement, as opposed to another 
mechanistic construct of social integration, such as so-
cial support, helped us operationalize neuronal inputs 
through social stimuli. This can pave the way for fu-
ture intervention research. Social engagement may be a 
cost-effective dementia prevention intervention among 
aging adults.

In conclusion, we found greater social engagement to 
be associated with greater GM microstructural integrity 
in ROIs relevant to social engagement, in a community-
dwelling sample of older adults, with findings being sig-
nificant in females but not in males. These regions are also 
known to be affected in dementias. Hence, greater social 
engagement may maintain region-specific brain reserve, by 
avoiding GM loss. Wellness programs may advocate for 
ongoing social activities among older adults, with prefer-
ences that may differ by gender, in an effort towards de-
mentia prevention among older adults.
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